2019-2020 ARC Schedule

Mornings

Tuesday Schedule
(EFG days)
7:15 AM to 7:55 AM
Science – Dry Lab 2 (Derek Shapiro)
Math – H102 (Derek Carlson)

Thursday Schedule
(BADC days)
7:15 AM to 7:55 AM
Science – Dry Lab 2 (Megan Vanni)
Math – H102 (Derek Carlson)

Afternoons

Monday Schedule
(ABCD days)
3:05 PM to 3:45 PM
Science – Dry Lab 2 (Megan Vanni)
Math – H122A (Kelly May)

Thursday Schedule
(BADC days)
3:05 PM to 3:45 PM
Science – Dry Lab 2 (Derek Shapiro)
Math – H122A (Kelly May)